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Abstract  

 

Supernumerary teeth are any odontogenic structure that is found in the dental arch in excess number. They are classified 

based on quantity, location, morphology, and orientation. There is no internationally used numbering system for 

supernumerary teeth. In this article, the numbering system of the Oklahoma Health Care Authority will be used. 27-year-

old medically fit Sudanese female presented to the emergency clinics in the College of Dentistry, King Saud University. 

After extraoral and intraoral examinations, two distomolars were discovered distal to #18 and #28. The prevalence of 

distomolars is rare. Most of the time they are an incidental finding. The etiology of supernumerary teeth remains unclear. 

The treatment options for supernumerary teeth vary greatly. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Supernumerary teeth are "any tooth or 

odontogenic structure that is formed from tooth germ in 

excess of usual number for any given region of the 

dental arch [1]. Supernumerary teeth can be classified 

according to their quantity, location, morphology, and 

orientation. Single or multiple supernumerary teeth can 

be found in the dental arch [2]. According to their 

location, they can be mesiodens (located in the 

maxillary midline), paramolars (located in the vestibule 

between 2nd and 3rd molars, distomolars (distal to 3rd 

molars).  

 

According to their resemblance of normal 

anatomy of the adjacent teeth. If they have anatomy 

close to their neighboring teeth they are 

called supernumerary. While if they have an irregular 

shape then they're considered rudimentary. 

Rudimentary teeth are further classified into conical, 

tuberculate, and molariform types [3]. Supernumerary 

teeth can also have different positions in the arch. They 

can be vertical, inverted, or even transverse [4]. 

Distomolars are most of the time rudimentary teeth that 

are located distal to the last molar [4]. 

 

Supernumerary teeth are more common in the 

permanent dentition (1.5%-3.5%) than the deciduous 

(0.3-0.8%) and in the maxilla than the mandible [5]. 

Males have a double tendency to have supernumerary 

teeth than females [6]. Distomolars are a rare finding; 

most of the time is diagnosed only by radiographic 

means [7]. 

 

The etiology of supernumerary teeth is not 

clear. Many theories have been introduced to explain 

their development. Some articles have suggested a 

genetic etiology [8]. The presence of an autosomal 

dominant gene is responsible for extra teeth in the 

dentition. But this pattern is believed to be present if the 

supernumerary teeth are associated with a syndrome 

such as cleidocranial dysplasia [9]. Another theory 

suggested a hypertrophic tooth germ might be the cause 

of supernumerary teeth [10]. The unifying theory 

suggests the multifactorial model, meaning that 

environmental and genetic predisposition together 

might be the true etiology of supernumerary teeth [11].  

 

The numbering system for supernumerary 

teeth is not universally standardized. The system in this 

article is the one used in the Oklahoma Health Care 

Authority (Fig-1), where the supernumerary dentition is 

given the numbers from 51 to 82. Starting 

systematically from the most distal tooth in the right 

maxilla and ending with the last tooth in the lower right 

quadrant [12]. For permanent dentition, the FDI 

numerical system is used [13]. 

 

The treatment options for supernumerary teeth 

are variant. Many options have been suggested. The 

most widely used treatment is extraction. The timing of 

the extraction is also an important factor, for extracting 
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the supernumerary teeth might affect the adjacent 

developing dentition [14]. Another option is to 

reposition the supernumerary teeth [15], especially if 

they are not rudimentary. Supernumerary teeth can be 

kept under observation as long as they do not possess 

any risk to the adjacent teeth or have any accompanying 

form of pathology [15]. 

 

 
Fig-1: The numbering system of Oklahoma Health Care Authority for supernumerary dentition 

 

CASE REPORT 
27-year-old Sudanese female presented to the 

emergency clinics in the college of dentistry, King Saud 

University to restore #26 and #27. Her medical history 

revealed an appendectomy procedure done 8 years ago 

in Sudan and no current medical issues. After extraoral 

and intraoral examinations, two distomolars were 

discovered distal to #18 and #28 (Fig-2,3 and 4). Both 

teeth are clinically free of caries and with good 

periodontal condition. A panoramic radiograph and a 

bitewing for #27 and #26 were requested. Both 

radiographs revealed that both teeth are not associated 

with any pathological condition. Regarding their form, 

Tooth no.51 has conical crown anatomy. Racial 

pigmentation was also noticed in the buccal gingiva 

(Fig-5). Tooth no.66 resembles a deciduous molar, 

particularly #75 with its small 5 cusps (Fig-6). Both 

distomolars are rotated. The patient never knew she had 

those teeth in her mouth.  

 

 
Fig-2: A Panoramic radiograph showing two distomolars distal to #18 and #28 

 

 
Fig-3: Left bitewing radiograph. Notice tooth no.66 distal 

to #28. 

 

 
Fig-4: Right periapical radiograph. Notice tooth no. 

51distal to #18. 
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Fig-5: Intraoral photos of tooth no.51. Note the conical 

shape of the crown. Racial pigmentation present in the 

buccal gingiva 

 

 
Fig-6: Intraoral photos of tooth no.66. Its occlusal table is 

very similar to #75 

 

DISCUSSION 
Additional teeth in the jaw exceeding the 20-

tooth deciduous dentition or the 32-tooth permanent one 

are known as supernumerary teeth [16]. 

 

There are multiple criteria to classify 

supernumerary teeth: quantity, location, morphology, 

and orientation. Distomolars are supernumerary teeth 

located distal to the last permanent molar [5]. Although 

in this case, they're erupting normally, most of the time 

distomolars are discovered by chance during the 

radiographic examination [7]. 

 

The prevalence of supernumerary teeth in the 

permanent dentition is ranged from 1.5% to 3.5%. 

Which is higher than the deciduous dentition (0.3% - 

0.8%). They are more common in males than females in 

a proportion of 2:1[5]. No data in the literature was 

found regarding the prevalence of supernumerary teeth 

in the Sudanese population. 

 

The etiology of supernumerary teeth is not 

clear. The unifying theory suggests the multifactorial 

model, meaning that environmental and genetic 

predisposition together might be acceptable for the case 

presented as she also showed another anomaly; 

taurodontism [11].  

 

Still, there is no universal method to number 

supernumerary teeth. Standardized systems should be 

considered around the world for easier communication 

and management. 

 

The treatment options for supernumerary teeth 

are variant. Many options have been suggested. The 

most widely proposed treatment is extraction. The 

timing of the extraction is also an important factor, for 

extracting the supernumerary teeth might affect the 

adjacent developing dentition [14]. Another option is to 

reposition the supernumerary teeth [15], especially if 

they are not rudimentary. Supernumerary teeth can be 

kept under observation as long as they do not possess 

any risk to the adjacent teeth or have any accompanying 

form of pathology [15]. 

 

In this case, the decision was made to keep 

teeth no.51 and no.66 under frequent observation. Since 

they're free of caries, with good gingival condition, and 

have no sign of associated pathology. The fact that the 

patient didn't notice their presence indicates that they're 

not interfering with normal oral function. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Supernumerary teeth can have many shapes 

and forms and can be located in different sites in the 

dental arch. Distomolars are rare to find. While there is 

no published prevalence of supernumerary teeth in 

Sudan, this is the first documented case for 

supernumerary teeth in a Sudanese woman. Careful 

intraoral and radiographic examinations are necessary 

to detect any supernumerary tooth as other teeth 

anomalies. Treatment options might differ depending 

on the current situation of these teeth when noticed.   
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